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Fig. 55:+PTHNPUNVM]HYPV\Z
developmental stages of Nile crocodile
embryos in ovoMYVTSH-LYTLH\_
JYVJVKPSLZ7PLYYLSH[[L-YHUJL\ZPUN
long distance propagation phase contrast
tomography at beamline ID19. In
addition to the skeleton development
highlighted here, this approach allows
the anatomy of the soft tissue to be
visualised. These samples were studied
within a research project on archosaur
phylogeny (crocodiles, dinosaurs,
IPYKZ)`Z[\K`PUN[OLLTIY`VSVNPJHS
development of modern crocodiles and
birds, it is possible to derive information
to better understand the evolutionary
transition from dinosaurs to birds.
*YLKP[Z!4HY[PU2\UKYm[<WWZHSH
<UP]LYZP[`7H\S;HMMVYLH\,:9-

Towards reduced radiation dose for 3-D
breast cancer scans
Early detection of breast cancer
contributes to an improved prognosis
and results in reduced disease mortality.
;OLIYLHZ[JHUJLYZJYLLUPUN[LJOUPX\L
\ZLK[VKH`PUJSPUPJZPZ¸K\HS]PL^KPNP[HS
THTTVNYHWO`¹0[ZSPTP[H[PVUPZ[OH[P[
only provides two images of the breast,
^OPJOJHUL_WSHPU^O`\W[V VM
breast tumours are not detectable on
THTTVNYHTZ4HTTVNYHTZJHUHSZV
sometimes appear abnormal, when
no breast cancers are actually present.
*VTW\[LK[VTVNYHWO`*;HSSV^ZH
WYLJPZL+]PZ\HSPZH[PVUVM[OLO\THU
body but it cannot be routinely applied
in breast cancer diagnosis because of the
high radiosensitivity of the breast, which
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`YLK\JLZ[OLILULÄ[YPZR
ratio. The potential induction of tumours
K\L[V[OLL_HTP[ZLSMPZJVUZPKLYLK[VV
high. Recognising these limitations, we

OH]LKL]LSVWLKH^H`[VWYVK\JL[OYLL
KPTLUZPVUHS?YH`PTHNLZVM[OLIYLHZ[
at a radiation dose that is lower than the
2D radiographies used in clinics. Phase
JVU[YHZ[?YH`[VTVNYHWO`H[RL=VMH
whole human breast has been performed
at ID17. Images were reconstructed
HWWS`PUN[OLZVJHSSLK¸LX\HSS`ZSVWLK
[VTVNYHWO`¹,:;HSNVYP[OT\ZPUN
WYVQLJ[PVUZ[VWYVK\JL+PTHNLZVM[OL
organ at a resolution higher than that used
PUJSPUPJHS*;WP_LSZPaLVM µm vs more
than 200 µTMVYJSPUPJHS*;ZJHUULYZHUK
at a lower dose than that of dual view
mammography (which is typically about
T.`;OLUL^TL[OVKHSSV^ZHJSLHY
HUKWYLJPZLPKLU[PÄJH[PVUVMHTHSPNUHU[
cancer. According to a blind evaluation
I`Ä]LL_WLYPLUJLKYHKPVSVNPZ[Z[OPZ
method can reduce the radiation dose
HUKHJX\PZP[PVU[PTLI`e YLSH[P]L
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Fig. 56: Comparison between a
conventional CT scan of the breast
sample and a scan using EST with
phase contrast imaging. In the latter
image, the tumour is highlighted in
red. The radiation dose needed for the
scans is indicated at the bottom.
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[VJVU]LU[PVUHSWOHZLJVU[YHZ[?YH`
tomography, while maintaining high
resolution and contrast. Despite the
ZPNUPÄJHU[YLK\J[PVUPU[OLU\TILYVM
projections used (corresponding to an
PTWVY[HU[ZH]PUNPUKVZLHUKHJX\PZP[PVU
[PTLYHKPVSVNPZ[ZYHURLK[OLNLULYH[LK
images as having the highest sharpness,
JVU[YHZ[HUKV]LYHSSPTHNLX\HSP[`
JVTWHYLK[V+PTHNLZVMIYLHZ[[PZZ\L
created through other standard methods
IHZLKVU[OLÄS[LYLKIHJRWYVQLJ[PVU
HSNVYP[OT-)7Figure 56

It was therefore demonstrated that
diagnostic CT images can be produced
^P[OHZWH[PHSYLZVS\[PVU[PTLZOPNOLY
than present hospital scanners, but with a
radiation dose that is about 25 times lower.
;OPZUL^[LJOUPX\LJHUVWLU[OLKVVYZ
to the clinical use of CT in mamography,
which would be a powerful tool in the
ÄNO[HNHPUZ[IYLHZ[JHUJLY

CT scans for early detection of breast
cancer may now become possible thanks
[V[OLJVTIPUH[PVUVM[OYLLPUNYLKPLU[Z!
OPNOLULYN`?YH`ZWOHZLJVU[YHZ[
imaging and the use of a sophisticated
novel mathematical algorithm, the EST,
[VYLJVUZ[Y\J[[OL*;PTHNLZMYVT?YH`
data. Tissues are more transparent to high
LULYN`?YH`ZHUK[OLYLMVYLSLZZKVZLPZ
deposited (a factor of 6 in radiation dose
YLK\J[PVU;OLWOHZLJVU[YHZ[PTHNPUN
[LJOUPX\LTH`HSSV^JVU[YHZ[[VIL
observed due to the phase modulation
VM?YH`ZL]LUPM[OLHTWSP[\KLi.e.
HIZVYW[PVUTVK\SH[PVUPZ^LHRVYHIZLU[
with a dose to the tissues similar or even
reduced compared to conventional
absorption radiography. Finally, the EST
TL[OVKPZH-V\YPLYIHZLKP[LYH[P]LTL[OVK
that iterates back and forth between real
HUK-V\YPLYZWHJL\ZPUN[OLWZL\KVWVSHY
fast Fourier transform. At each iteration,
physical constraints, including the sample
IV\UKHY`HUK[OLUVUULNH[P]P[`VM[OL
sample structure, are enforced in real
space, while the Fourier transform of
the measured projections are imposed
in Fourier space. As a result, the EST

Fig. 57:0THNLX\HSP[`JVTWHYPZVUVM[OLWOHZL
contrast CT images of the whole breast (9 cm
KPHTL[LYYLJVUZ[Y\J[LK\ZPUN[OLJVU]LU[PVUHS
/HTTPUNÄS[LYLK-)7HSNVYP[OTVY[OL,:;
H( T[OPJRZHNP[[HSZSPJLVM[OL-)7
reconstruction using 2000 projections,
I,:;\ZPUNWYVQLJ[PVUZVYJ,:;
The yellow ellipse indicates a tumour region.
FBP 2000 and EST 512 have the highest image
X\HSP[`,:;^P[OVM[OLKVZLULJLZZHY`[V
YLJVUZ[Y\J[[OL-)7Z[PSSZOV^ZHOPNOJVU[YHZ[

needs 4 times less radiation than FBP
[VWYVK\JLPTHNLZVM[OLZHTLX\HSP[`
(Figure 57

